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A little bit about me...

• I was diagnosed with T1D aged 4

• I wrote, produced & performed the play Pricks

• I wrote the children's book Daisy Donald

• I wrote, produced & perform in Pricks Short 
Film

• I wrote the children's book for ISPAD; Insulin: 
The Incredible Discovery

• I own the online shop Pricks Products

• I am an ambassador for the wonderful charity 
JDRF UK

• I'm from Darlington

• I am an adoptive mum of 2 gorgeous girls





What is my biggest T1D fear?



Pricks (the play)

• What made you decide to write Pricks?

+







We were all sick of...

•Misunderstandings

•Misconceptions

•Misdiagnosis 
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Get rid of the mis in these terms









































Online show donations

= £2079

Live in person theatre donations 

= £5542.25

Total raised through Pricks the play for JDRF UK

= £7621.25



This Saturday...

I'm climbing

Mount Snowdon!!



So enough about me! How can I 

help you?

▪ Hba1c is useless! Time in Range is most important!

▪ There is no one size fits all

▪ You can put in 1 million percent effort into controlling blood sugar but 
it doesn't always pay off. Most of us do try.

▪ There's so much more to T1D tht what's wrriten in policy

▪ We are not just a person with diabetes, we have a life beyond Type 1

▪ We are more than numbers

▪ Our mental health is highly effected by T1D



• Not all complications are caused by high blood sugars

• T1D can happen much later in life, it isn't childhood diabetes anymore

• Find out about the person, look away from the numbers

• We as patients often know more than professionals, listen to us

• We all want to work with HCP's as long as they empathise and listen



Finally... 
In the words of Jeremy Smith...

Life with Diabetes is like walking along with a 

balloon 🎈- the game you play is you have to keep the 

balloon in front of you and keep ‘tapping’ at it to 

stop it hitting the floor (hypo) and not let it go to 

high so you lose it! You have to keep tapping the 🎈
in your sleep, while you work, play sport, through 

illness and in all weathers etc👀 - Day in, day out 

😥it’s not easy BUT the better you play the game of 

tapping the 🎈 the better quality and longevity of 

your life 👌👍💥

But in my opinion, sometimes, it really doesn't matter 

how hard you try, the balloon just often wants to 

deflate or pop and you can't stop it.



I am Jade Byrne / 

PricksOfficial

Thanks for having me!

Please find me on social 

media @PricksOfficial


